I feel the same way about environmental law. Since almost immediately after its statutory big bang in the early 1970s,2 two extreme and opposing philosophies-one devoted to protecting the economy and the other to protecting the environment-have waged a war of annihilation that has left in its wake the mish-mash of laws, regulations, judicial opinions, and countless administrative decisions and policies that we today call environmental law. Any notion that the remnant heap of rules represents a reasoned "middle ground" of political deliberation is utterly naive. As one classic discussion of the origins of the National Environmental Policy Act illustrates 3 the "middle" in environmental law is simply whatever the annihilation process leaves behind, and environmental "moderates" are those who fall somewhere between moderately unhappy and moderately pleased with the outcome (the two extremes are always extremely unhappy, and no one is ever extremely happy). Hence, even though this process accounts for most of what we call environmental law, it does not result in a deliberate position. With few exceptions, the middle ground in environmental law has no agenda, no theme, no way of thinking. This is because "the middle" in environmental law lacks any coherent philosophy.
In Eco-pragmatism, 4 Daniel Farber, a leading academic figure in environmental law 5 and several other fields, 6 offers his version of what the middle in environmental law has failed to define for itself-a philosophy of how it should look and act. To do so, Farber impliedly marries two emerging themes of the environment. The first theme is scientifically based and focuses on new understandings of the dynamic nature of ecological functions and how we should manage our human affairs to take full advantage of them over the long run. The other theme, philosophically oriented, extracts itself from the positivist foundations of the annihilation process to offer a new spe-
The George Washington Law Review cies of environmental philosophy, one based at its roots on classical American pragmatism. When fused, ecological dynamism and environmental pragmatism form "eco-pragmatism, ' '7 a new approach to making environmental decisions in an uncertain world.
I say Farber impliedly fuses these two themes because Eco-pragmatism supplies only his end-product prescriptions for eco-pragmatism. One disappointing quality of the book is the lack of any effort to build the theory up from the important work that has unfolded in ecosystem science and environmental pragmatism philosophy, a gap I attempt to shore up in this review only to show the solid grounding that Farber's insightful approach has in these modem developments.
For example, consistent with those trends in ecosystem science and environmental philosophy, Farber sells eco-pragmatism as a new decision making philosophy for environmental law, not a new normative theory of correct outcomes. Indeed, he does not suggest that the political annihilation process landed environmental law in a radically different place than eco-pragmatism would have found. Of course, one might reasonably ask why all the philosophical fuss is worth the time if the outcomes are close to the same either way. To respond, I must rely on my cosmological metaphor once again. Recall that, as it turned out, there was more matter than anti-matter, so the annihilation process came to an end. I, for one, am not sure that the annihilation process in environmental law will ever come to an end as long as it is framed by two opposing philosophies and a vacuum in the middle and, frankly, I am sick of it. Even more so, if the environmental policy wars ever do come to an end, presumably because one side outlasts the other, I fear living under either extreme. Eco-pragmatism may not radically change the way environmental law looks; rather, I expect it will change the way we get there. That is enough for me to have found value in Eco-pragmatism. I believe, however, that there is more to be said on behalf of eco-pragmatism than is found in Eco-pragmatism, and I expect the extremists at both ends will soon be crawling all over it as anathema to their respective agendas. 8 Thus, I offer these observations on both the book and the philosophy.
7 Ironically, although Farber tells us early in his book that he wrote it to "argue for a pragmatic approach to environmental law," see Eco-PRAGMArIsM, supra note 4, at 9, he does not use the term "eco-pragmatism" until the conclusion of the book, see id. at 201. (2000) (assigning Eco-pragmatism a mixed review-it does not "fall prey to the excesses of environmentalism," but also does not sufficiently take into account the strengths of free market environmentalism); Lisa Heinzerling, Pragmatists and Environmentalists, 113 HARv. L. REv. 1421 (2000) (concluding that Farber's pragmatic environmentalism is not sufficiently transformative); David Roe, Green Scholarship, 3 GREEN BAG 2d 97 (1999) (offering a decidedly unfavora-
I. Emerging Fronts in Environmental Science and Philosophy
At the risk of being accused of judging a book by its cover, I will dwell for a moment on Farber's title and what lies behind it in terms of environmental science and philosophy. The title Eco-pragmatism suggests to me the fusion of two components, the eco and the pragmatism, into a unified approach to environmental decision making. Farber devotes few pages, however, to exploring the scientific and philosophical foundations to prepare these two parts for the marriage Eco-pragmatism performs. Indeed, it is only within the last decade that those foundations solidly appeared, in the form of a greater scientific understanding of how dynamically the environment functions and a more developed explication of how the philosophy of pragmatism responds to that scientific revelation. To fully evaluate Farber's message, therefore, it is useful to retrace the beginnings of these two disciplines. I cannot do full justice to either of these two streams of thought here. I can demonstrate, however, how their convergent paths lead to the kind of approach to environmental law that Farber describes in Eco-pragmatism.
A. Ecosystem Science
If we understand eco to mean "a combining form representing ecology in the formation of compounds," 9 and deferring for the moment what pragmatism means, one could reasonably expect that Eco-pragmatism would include some exposition on ecology to illuminate what eco brings to the marriage. It does not. Late in the book-the second to last page in fact-Farber tells us that, whereas traditional theories of the environment portrayed nature in a delicate balance, "the current teaching of ecologists is that this picture is all wrong. Nature is not in an equilibrium; it is in a constant state of change. The old picture of the 'balance of nature' simply does not correspond to reality."' 10 From that scientific position, which Farber simply expects us to take as a given, he offers a policy approach that represents the eco in ecopragmatism:
There are two lessons here: we need to think of human society as firmly embedded in nature, and we need to think of nature as a flux rather than a balance. So environmentalism cannot take the form of a "Berlin wall" keeping humans out and the animals in. Instead, we must envision long-term connections between humans and nature, requiring continual change and adaptation on both sides. 1 Nothing Farber says in this passage would draw the ire of modem ecologists, but saving it for page 205 of a 206-page book and presenting only the bottom line does not strike me as putting eco's best foot forward. There is so much more to say on this topic, and although it does not all need to be said in Eco-pragmatism, I for one would like to have seen more of it said, and sooner.
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Taking Farber's two end points in reverse order, "nature as flux" corresponds with the rapidly developing science of ecosystem dynamics, and "human society as firmly embedded in nature" corresponds with the emerging policy discipline of ecosystem management. The first has led to the second, as the new science trend increasingly has built a compelling case for new policy approaches. Both developments define today's use of eco so much in science and policy circles that a full appreciation of Eco-pragmatism is difficult without the background.
Ecosystem Dynamics
Charles Darwin focused the scientific community's attention on the importance of ecological contexts with the publication of his works on natural selection beginning in 1859,12 though the term ecology did not surface until later 13 and the science of ecology did not begin in earnest before 1890.14 The Oxford ecologist, Sir Alfred George Tansley, first introduced the term "ecosystem" in 1935 to describe the basic functional unit in the study of ecology.' 5 The idea stuck, and through the efforts of ecologists such as Eugene P. Odum in the 1950s, ecosystem theory evolved into the building block of modem ecological research.' 6 With ecosystems firmly embedded as the subject matter of ecology, our understanding and description of their functions and sustaining forces influences how we design policy and law to manage them. Odum subscribed to the "homeostasis" view of ecosystems, positing that much like the growth of individual organisms toward a homeostatic state, equilibrium between organisms and environment may also be maintained by factors which resist change in the system as a whole. Much has been written about this 'balance of nature' but only with the recent development of good methods for measuring rates of function of whole systems has a beginning been made in the understanding of the mechanisms involved.
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As it turned out, however, the beginning to which Odum referred, propelled by the advent of the high-speed computer, led to research that surpasses the homeostasis thesis and forged the theory of nature as flux. According to this new view, the richness and diversity of ecological systems in the environment will forever defy our full grasp, as they are "continually in flux and exhibit a wondrous panoply of interactions such as mutualism, parasitism, biological arms races, and mimicry .... Matter, energy, and information are shunted around in complex cycles." 19 In other words, the environment operates in a state of highly complicated organized disorder. Indeed, scientists are beginning to understand that the disorder-the chaos that is inherent in the environment-is its means of sustainability.
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This revelation explains both the appeal and the folly of the "nature in balance" thesis. As noted biologist Simon Levin stated, "[it may well be that natural systems are not so very fragile .... What is fragile, however, is the maintenance of the services on which humans depend."' Humans, in other words, want nature to stay in a stable state so that they can continue to derive what they want from it-food, water, wood, minerals, flood control, and so on. The "nature in balance" view simply imprints that human value on nature, portraying the inevitable change humans cause as disruptions to nature's fragile balance and suggesting that if humans are really careful-if they treat nature gingerly-they can perpetually live off the services that nature's stable-state ecosystems deliver. The "nature as flux" view reverses that model: nature will change, relentlessly, with or without humans. Humans might accelerate, decelerate, or otherwise alter the changes, but humans will be sorely disappointed if they depend on nature to stay still while they reap the benefits. This is Farber's eco in theory.
Ecosystem Management
As hard as it was to learn the pointlessness of trying to prevent nature from changing, ecologists concur that it will be harder still to learn how to change with nature-to continue to adapt our ways of deriving value from nature while it changes, and to do this without undermining the sources of those values. As Levin explains, the "nature as flux" view counsels that:
[t]o manage the Earth's systems and ensure our survival, we have to harness the natural forces that organize the biosphere rather than fruitlessly try to resist them. The biosphere is a complex adaptive system whose essential structure has emerged in large part from adaptive changes that were mediated at local levels rather than at the level of the whole system. Humanity's program must therefore be to understand those changes, the forces that have shaped them, and their consequences at the larger level, and then to put that knowledge to work in determining where the pressure points are for effecting changes that will preserve critical ecosystem services. The new take on ecosystem dynamics thus leads directly to the new policy of ecosystem management as an emerging force in environmental policy and law. 23 Threads of scientific research and commentary consistent with this ecosystem management theme extend back into the 1980s, but until the early 1990s, writers did not routinely use the phrase "ecosystem management" as a commonly accepted term of art. For example, the current scientific literature on ecosystem management rarely cites to books and articles published before 1990.2 One of the formative scientific writings on the subject, cited in virtually every subsequently published treatment, is from 1994. 25 The flagship journal on the topic, Conservation Biology, is only in its fourteenth volume.
On the other hand, the number of writings focused on ecosystem management has exploded in this short amount of time. A recent article that attempts to synthesize many of the themes of ecosystem management commentary cites over 100 scientific books and articles with publication dates after 1990.26 This volume of publications-more importantly, the variety of scientific journals willing to publish writings on the theme of ecosystem management-indicates that ecosystem management has become an important and widely discussed idea. Ecosystem management may be a relatively new idea, but it has arrived with a bang.
Although there is much flesh to be put on the bones of the ecosystem management idea, its normative thrust is unmistakably clear and nearly unanimously held 2 7 by those advocating ecosystem management principles in general-i.e., environmental and land management decision makers must center their decisions around the concept of constantly evolving ecosystem functions. 8 Ecosystem management has quickly become a coordinating habitat conservation policy for many federal, state, and local agencies as well as private conservation groups. 29 Indeed, broader policy agendas extend "systems management" thinking in environmental law well beyond habitat 24 In searches of electronic databases, I turned up 61 scientific books with the term "ecosystem management" or something close to it in the title, the vast majority of which were published after 1990. Law follows suit: of 36 law journal articles with "ecosystem management"
in the title, all were published after 1990. 25 28 For an extended discussion of how ecosystem management principles can be applied in concrete legal settings, see Ruggiero, supra note 14, at 44-77 (discussing the use of ecosystem management in water quality protection laws).
conservation. 30 Environmental law scholarship has quickly embraced this new policy thrust and its underlying "nature as flux" view. 31 It has worked its way into law school casebooks. 32 It has recently, albeit very cautiously, even begun to find form in law to apply. 33 Although science started the ball rolling with the shift to the "nature as flux" model, the challenge now is to "pioneer the practical implementation of an ecosystem approach. '34 This is Farber's eco in action.
B. Environmental Pragmatism
Notwithstanding the top billing eco enjoys, Farber unmistakably intends pragmatism to be an equal partner in the union. By limiting his treatment to the end product, however, Farber provides little insight into pragmatism's upbringing and what it offers for eco. What do we know about the philosophical mate Farber has chosen for eco? How do we know it is good enough for our cherished eco?
Farber tells us that pragmatism is born of "a broader movement in legal scholarship, which is sometimes called practical reasoning or legal pragmatism. ' 35 Farber, who has written extensively about legal pragmatism elsewhere, 36 gives us but a scattered bottom-line primer in Eco-pragmatism. It involves, he explains, "a rejection of the view that rules, in and of themselves, dictate outcomes," relying instead on "the use of theories, but as tools, not as ends in themselves. '37 Theories become "mediating principles to guide decision making" and part of a "framework that leaves us open to the unique attributes of each case, without losing track of our more general normative commitments. '38 In this way, pragmatism takes advantage of "the usefulness of combining concrete examples with more abstract forms of reasoning. '39 Hence, to conclude his tutorial, Farber assures us that, far from being "inter- 30 See, e.g., THINKING ECOLOGICALLY (Marian R. Chertow & Daniel C. Esty eds., 1997). changeable with ad hoc balancing," legal pragmatism "weighs all the factors.., and then tries to make a good decision in any given case. '40 Is that it? Can we move from that quick summary immediately to questions as deep and overarching as how to discount the loss of future human lives or which species to allow to go extinct? I think that may be rushing the courtship a bit. My concern is that Farber is expecting too much of readers who are not well versed in legal pragmatism philosophy but whom Farber wishes to convince that his happy union between eco and pragmatism will last. His summary of the core values of legal pragmatism would make any pragmatist proud, but it fails to convey the richness of pragmatist philosophy, particularly that of the emerging stream of environmental pragmatism philosophy. It is this environmental pragmatism that demonstrates why those core values are the right starting point for modem environmental issues.
The foundation of Farber's pragmatism begins with the patron saints of classical American pragmatism-figures such as Charles Pierce, William James, Josiah Royce, George Herbert Mead, John Dewey, and their contemporaries who began forging the theory in the late 1800s. 41 These pragmatists did not write with what we think of today as environmental issues in mind because pragmatists grapple with real-world problems, and environmental issues were not paramount in that regard at the dawn of American pragmatism. Rather they focused generally on the connectivity of the environment-using that term in the broadest sense-with the human experience, and their work embedded a rich texture of environmental foundations into the pragmatist thesis. Today, some modem environmental philosophers, many of whose work can be found in Andrew Light's and Eric Katz's pathbreaking book Environmental Pragmatism, 42 have tapped into those foundations in ways remarkably consistent with Farber's use of legal pragmatism to shape modern environmental law.
The principle common to this entire body of work and Farber's brief summation is the rejection of positivist philosophies of the environment. Thus, where Farber rejects the view that rules in and of themselves dictate outcomes, he echoes American pragmatists' conviction that "attempts to set down the 'final word' on what is right have a disturbing tendency to show up as incomplete, ambiguous or quaintly archaic in the next generation," 43 and finds good company in those modem environmental pragmatists who are "highly critical of any notion of absolutes in either knowledge or metaphysics."' 44 Indeed, to the extent that battling positivist theories frame issues, as Farber says is the case in modern environmental policy, pragmatism often leads to a striving for "metatheoretical compatibilism between the opposing theories. '45 Pragmatism thus rejects moral foundationalism and assumes moral pluralism, an important point for those interested in modem environmental policy. As Katz and Light observe, one of the troubling features of modem environmental ethics scholarship is the speed with which it reached the "narrow predisposition that only a small set of approaches in the field is worthwhile," such that the only "adequate and workable environmental ethics must embrace non-anthropocentrism, holism, moral monism, and, perhaps, a commitment to some form of intrinsic value. '46 Pragmatism, by contrast, "maintains that no set of ethical concepts can be the absolute foundation for evaluating the rightness of our actions." 47 So where does environmental pragmatism philosophy, with its anathema to positivist, rule-driven decisions and moral monism, lead environmental policy? Here we turn to Farber's notion of theories as guidelines tested by complex experiences. This approach is also well represented in classical pragmatist theory and the emerging environmental pragmatism philosophy. Central in the pragmatist method is a willingness to test and discard theory where it does not fit the experience, rather than try to shape outcomes to fit the theory. Thus, classical American pragmatism emphasized a "practice over theory" approach in which "attention to the specific context of action reveals a methodology explicitly pragmatic, in that practice preceded the development of theory.
' 48 Extending that theme to the modem environmental policy context, one of the new environmental pragmatists summarizes the sharp distinction between positivist and pragmatist approaches to theory and experience: "[t]he positivists are thus deductive, moving from theory to the development of hypothesis in order to study a particular problem, while pragmatists are inductive, moving from a complex problem to a general theory of understanding in order to improve a given situation. '49 From this, it is easy to appreciate the appeal of pragmatism to environmental philosophers, for "environmental topics are conducive to such applied goals, because natural resources management, environmental policy, and agricultural land use invite practical action.
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In that applied approach exists another core theme of pragmatism relevant to the modem environmental context: the absolute rejection of the Cartesian theory of dualistic mind-matter or human-environment domains. Dewey in particular hammered away at dualism's spectator theory with his view that "nature, as a complex of objects of knowledge, is neither complete in itself apart from humans, nor the locus of extra-human deliberation." 51 This is the legacy the classical American pragmatists handed to the modern environmental pragmatists, for it rocks the anti-anthropomorphic view that dominates today's narrow-minded environmental ethics. Thus, environmental pragmatism is "anthropometric" in that all environmental values-or all the environmental values that count-are those that derive from the human experience, about which humans converse, and which only humans measure. 52 This is why almost all pragmatists emphasize the importance of economic theory as the social science of human values but require that it be considered alongside the other natural and social sciences as one of many useful tools of analysis of the human-environment experience.
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As explained above, the classical American pragmatists offered no concrete examples of how to carry out this approach in environmental contexts. That has been the work of Light, Katz, and fellow environmental pragmatism philosophers-to translate Dewey and his kind for today's environmental policy. Here we find out just how good a match pragmatism is for eco. In what could pass for the title of an ecosystem management manual, environmental pragmatists tell us that natural resource management policy must be "pluralistic, pragmatic and evolutionary." 54 To meet these goals, the policy must provide for economic and social change, recognize the interdependence of organisms and processes both within ecosystems and between humans and nature, consider intergenerational consequences of today's decisions, and use adaptive decision making processes. 55 Hence, contrary to the environmentalists' creed, economic consequences count, but, contrary to the economists' creed, they have their limitations in shaping policy.
5 6 Policy management under environmental pragmatism is, in other words, working both positivist ends toward a new pragmatist middle.
I. Bridging the Positivist Chasm in Environmental Law
The preceding excursion into the leading edges of environmental science and philosophy helps to illustrate the contribution Farber has made in staking out the new middle ground in environmental law. Ecosystem management (eco) and environmental pragmatism (pragmatism) stand on their own legs and seem to make a nice pair, but neither stream of thought has yet offered much insight into how to incorporate themselves into the legal system. As noted above, ecosystem management has only recently made inroads, small inroads, into legal text, and even devout environmental pragmatists bemoan that they "seem to have no real impact on the deliberations of environmental scientists, activists and policy-makers. ' 57 Someone has to take eco-pragmatism seriously in order to create a new definition of "the middle" in environmental law; a definition that does not merely accept the remains from the battles between the ends, but rather defines itself through the pragmatist method.
A. The Familiar Positivist Ends: Bean Counters vs. Tree Huggers
Step one in the process of making eco-pragmatism legally relevant is exposing the positivist origins of our existing "political annihilation" approach to defining the middle ground in environmental law. True to spirit of the American pragmatists, albeit without -drawing directly from their work, Eco-pragmatism does as good a job at this as can be found anywhere in environmental law literature. Indeed, perhaps eager for the fight, Farber starts the book by painting a vivid picture of two warring clans:
Some people seem to think these questions have simple answers. One approach that promises such answers is cost-benefit analysis .... At the other end of the spectrum from cost-benefit analysis are those who believe that public health and environmental quality are paramount, much like constitutional rights such as free speech. 58 Farber experiments with several ways of illustrating this dichotomy. He caricaturizes the division as one "between 'tree huggers,' who hold the environment sacred and reject economic values as profane, and 'bean counters,' who believe only in values that can be quantified in dollars and cents."
59 At a deeper level, Farber explains, the tree huggers are really the environmental version of neo-republicanism, eschewing the individualistic tool of the market for pluralistic political institutions that integrate public values, such as the environment, into decision making. 6 0 Their ultimate metric for environmental policy is "willingness to vote." '61 The bean counters, by contrast, cling to the view that economic efficiency, as mediated by the market, is the measure of social welfare, requiring that we assess all environmental decisions according to relative cost and benefit. 62 Their ultimate metric for environmental policy is "willingness to pay." 63 Whatever the description of these the two camps, Farber's point is undeniable: that "much of the environmental scholarship of the past twenty years has been dominated by the struggle between these opposing viewpoints." 64 At rock bottom, the dispute is over the extent to which the market should decide environmental policy issues, 65 and the two sides share only "a belief that environmental policy can be based on a single overriding value, whether that value is economic or environmental.
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Environmental debates are not usually cast in terms of opposing positivist philosophies, but doing so reveals much about what lies behind the rhetoric. As Professor Dan Tarlock has observed, the rhetoric of environmentalism shares many traits with the post-modern, transformative theories of critical legal studies, as both seek to destabilize and redistribute the boundaries of property and power. 6 7 But environmentalism in practicethat is, the way environmentalism approaches environmental law-has taken all its cues from die-hard positivism. 68 True to the positivists' theory that rules are communication of pre-existing binding standards, environmentalists have stood on, not deconstructed, the rule of law as resolutely as would any stodgy captain of industry. 69 Their litigation record to uphold the law, not change it, is impressive. 70 As Tarlock puts it, they are "thinking Unger but pleading Hart." '71 Thus, contrary to what the respective rhetorical positions of the bean counters and tree huggers might suggest, much of the debate in environmental law is not between one conservative, positivist camp and one liberal, post-modernist camp, but between two positivist extremes.
Farber is bound to attract criticism for devoting so much of his work to drawing out this conflict, as if he is fabricating a war of values when in fact peaceful consensus is the rule in today's environmental policy. 72 But anyone following the Headwaters Forest controversy, 73 for example, would have a hard time thinking of Environmental Protection Information Center, the environmental group advocating for the immediate, unequivocal preservation of the old growth redwoods, and Charles Hurwitz, whose company owns the redwoods and who makes no apologies for thinking of them purely as a crop commodity, as being on the same values page.
Repulsion to this narrow-minded, binary approach to environmental policy is growing; Farber is not alone. Despite the factions, some economists and environmentalists have been collaborating on elegant win-win ideas for decades. 74 More and more environmental law and policy scholars identify the chasm between the bean-counting, cost-benefit-calculating, market-wor- (discussing accounts of a radical environmental advocacy group that uses litigation extensively to advance its self-described anti-social goals). While writing this review, I received a "Dear Friend" letter from Greenpeace asking for money to help the organization's battle with "the bad guys in black hats," whom they promised me they would .""hit... with injunctions, expert testimony, sound scientific research, detailed reports, on-target legislation, shareholder stratagems, and more." See Letter from Greenpeace to Friend (undated, received by author Feb. 2, 2000) (on file with author).
71 Tarlock, supra note 67 (manuscript at 8-9). shiping economists and the tree-hugging, neo-republican, market-hating environmentalists as one of the most pernicious impediments to sound decisionmaking. 75 More importantly, concrete developments in environmental law and policy reflect a growing intolerance for the artificial distinction between the two extreme positions. The Department of the Interior, for example, has forged significant administrative reforms in order to implement the Endangered Species Act in practical ways that advance both economic and environmental interests. 76 Similarly, the emerging "sustainable development" movement, now the official policy of the United States and many other nations, explicitly fuses environment and economy, along with social equity, to form an indivisible triad of policy goals. 77 None of these or similar policy developments, however, has avoided potshots from the extremists, 78 and it is naive to think that the bean counters and tree huggers have called it quits.
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For the people advocating the middle, therefore, the challenge is in defining a way to get there that does not rely on more political annihilation. Enter ecopragmatism.
B. The New Pragmatic Middle
The extremists just will not seem to fade away; if anything, they continue to drown out and define the middle. Hence, in the style of classical American pragmatists-always seeking the metatheoretical compatibilism between the opposing theories-Farber methodically works through the respective pros and cons of the two positivist ends in environmental law to find what may become the core of a pragmatist middle, as well as what the middle should discard. I expect that it will be this portion of the book that receives vancy's program to supply farmers the funds to purchase low tillage equipment. the most attention from other environmental law scholars and policy advocates. The committed positivists belonging to one camp or the other will evaluate Farber's work based on how closely it aligns with their ideology. Where Farber praises their pet idea, they will say, "See, Farber agrees with us!" Where Farber criticizes their idols, they will ignore him or call him names. Farber can not win in this game with either end, because, like a good pragmatist, he eventually finds pros and cons in both extremes. With the bean counters and tree huggers, however, it is all or nothing; you are either with them 100 percent or you are with the enemy. I am not interested in regurgitating their debates. A wealth of literature already exists in which one end espouses its agenda and trashes the other's. I could spend weeks matching law review articles, in endless see and but see cites, to passages in this part of Farber's book. This would simply be the literary version of the political annihilation process that eco-pragmatism intends to replace. Which side wins, the one with more cites? 80 Rather, what distinguishes Eco-pragmatism is that Farber actually comes up with something that makes sense, is pragmatic, and could work. It involves three parts, two of which fulfill the combinatorial goal of pragmatism, with the third representing what we have learned froth the convergence of ecosystem science and environmental pragmatism. Farber designed the package as a whole to address what he describes as the five fundamental challenges to environmental law. 8 ' First, all decisions in environmental law involve some trade-off between costs and benefits in terms of resource allocation and social welfare. How do we know when the costs are too much to bear relative to the benefits? Second, all decisions in environmental law address issues to which some degree of scientific uncertainty attaches. How do we know what to do when we do not know what will happen? Third, even if our policy is purely economics driven, we need to establish some minimum level of environmental protection in order to sustain the economics, and probably more if our policy reflects additional public values. What is that minimum level of protection? Fourth, all environmental law decisions have consequences in the present and in the future. How should we structure our decision process today so as to fulfill whatever goals we have for the future? Finally, the environment, as a constantly evolving system, will not wait for us to be perfectly happy with our answers to all the preceding questions. How do we know when to promulgate a decision versus when to wait for more information, input, and deliberation before deciding? Farber outlines a decision making process-a philosophy, to be more precise-that addresses these questions in a way that would make the classical American pragmatists proud. 81 See ECO-PRAGMATISM, supra note 4, at 4-6, 13.
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Concession to Politics-The Environmental Baseline
Farber begins building his eco-pragmatic approach from the bottom up by establishing the baseline from which all regulatory policy flows. The regulatory baseline can be neutral, in that it favors neither regulated entities nor the beneficiaries of regulation, or it can favor either of those two interests. 82 Although most environmental law scholarship casts this choice in normative, outcome-driven terms, Farber's pragmatic flavor add a process dimension to the question-i.e., it is a question of how we adopt a baseline that "leaves us satisfied with the process of reaching the result. '83 Farber demonstrates that pragmatism is not synonymous with neutrality by adopting a baseline that is decidedly on the tree hugger side of the divide. The starting point, he posits, should be the feasibility analysis currently used throughout much of environmental law, under which we presume that environmental risk is impermissible except when considerations of feasibility require it. 84 Stated another way, environmental law pushes regulated entities toward environmental protection until doing so further is technologically or financially infeasible.
Farber's environmental baseline thus fulfills the concept of the "safe minimum standard," previously forged in environmental pragmatism philosophy, positing that the law should protect a natural resource unless the costs of doing so violate a floating standard of being "immoderately high." 85 This concept, like Farber's baseline, is less rigorous than full-fledged cost-benefit analysis in terms of the presumption in favor of the environmental protection criterion. It is also anthropometric in that decision makers explicitly weigh the opportunity costs of foregone alternatives in the final balance. 8 6 Ecopragmatism thus is neither zero tolerance on questions of public health risk nor total preservation on questions of the environment.
Farber concurs in the environmental pragmatists' demand for a baseline that starts with the presumption in favor of the environment. What Farber adds, however, is a package of legal principles to implement the calculation of baseline. The baseline is not an outcome, but rather the result of a process. The legal process he outlines has two important components that operate to give life to the feasibility standard. First, courts should adopt a "green" canon of statutory construction, in which courts give statutes their most environmentally friendly reading wherever ambiguity of text and legislative intent permits. 87 Second, a guiding principle for resolving questions of doubt on all applications of the feasibility baseline should be the so-called precautionary principle-when in doubt, exercise caution. Farber would apply this principle not based on worst-case scenarios but rather as a burden of proof on regulated entities to demonstrate that their activities will do no harm.s Although Farber acknowledges that strands of these two principles have surfaced occasionally in environmental law, 8 9 he calls for their explicit and widespread adoption as central principles of environmental law and its eco-pragmatist baseline.
Concession to the Market-The Cost-Benefit Backstop
As much as he defends his package of environmental baseline measures as of primary importance to the eco-pragmatism approach, Farber joins in others' concerns that the appeal of environmental baseline rhetoric can obscure the need to keep instrumental values in sight. 90 How, in other words, do we keep the tree huggers from running the baseline up through the roof? For this purpose, Farber turns to cost-benefit analysis "to ensure we do not allow our commitment to environmental ideals to turn into fanaticism "91 He describes a two-tiered implementation policy in which the baseline feasibility analysis establishes environmental protection levels at large scales, such as industries and regions, while cost-benefit analysis opens the door to using efficient market-oriented instruments to implement those protections at the local scale. In this manner, cost-benefit analysis will "assist rather than control regulatory decisions" by serving as a "critical resource to prevent misguided decisions." 92 This hybridized approach pragmatically ensures that our willingness to vote does not lose sight of our willingness and ability to pay.
After demonstrating why some level of cost-benefit analysis is needed as a backstop to runaway politics, Farber devotes most of his attention to what has long been the Holy Grail of environmental ethics scholarship-determining the appropriate discount rate to apply when decision makers consider future costs and benefits in making present environmental decisions, particularly when measured in the loss of or injury to future human lives. 93 The issue pits the two warring clans at extreme ends, as it goes to the heart of their opposing positivist foundations. 9 4 Farber, who has covered the topic extensively elsewhere, 95 deftly walks the ethical fence in Eco-pragmatism. He favors the side of using a low discount rate not because of any grand ethical revelation, but for the practical (of course) reason that "because our society seems to be too present-oriented in some regards, we ought to use a relatively low discount rate so that government can take a longer view. '97 Other advocates of the pragmatist tradition in environmental policy have reached much the same conclusion, calling for low discounts rates to use as part of a cost-benefit tool that informs, but does not dominate, environmental decisions with long term impacts. 98 Naturally, advocating any positive discount rate will attract the ire of the tree huggers, and keeping it low runs afoul of the bean counters' agenda. Eco-pragmatism strikes again!
Fusion Through Pragmatism-Dynamical Regulation
Farber's hybridization of feasibility analysis and cost-benefit balancing calls for something other than business as usual in environmental law. A central point in Farber's thesis is that although the hybrid approach directs us to regulate today for a given issue, we have to be ready to revisit the question in the future as our knowledge base improves and environmental and economic conditions change. The costs and benefits today, as well as the what is feasible today, will not necessarily be the case tomorrow. We will only be able to take advantage of new knowledge that can make environmental law sustainable if we design environmental law around a "centrality of learning to the enterprise of environmental protection." 99 Unfortunately, environmental law has not evolved in its short lifetime to be a particularly adept, nimble, and inquisitive student. As Farber puts it, we are in the position of having to raise our "regulatory IQ" and "teach the elephant how to waltz."' 100 Farber's lesson plan for doing so conjoins a number of reform proposals that a handful of federal and state environmental agencies are currently testing. First, he finds much promise in the decentralization of decision making from federal bureaucracies to more localized authorities and, ultimately, to nonregulatory mechanisms such as the market.' 0 ' Farber recognizes that themes of federalism and the markets play out in the bean counter/tree hugger debate as surrogates for arguments about deregulation. In his hybrid model for eco-pragmatism, however, neither form of decentralization is intended to weaken regulation. Rather, decentralization could yield rapid adjustments to the feasibility baseline level as new knowledge flows into local and market institutions, as well as increase rapid recalculations of costs and benefits for the backstop. This new, nimbler form of regulation, however, analysis-how the costs and benefits are distributed among members and groups of society. See ECO-PRAGMATISM, supra note 4, at 14 (acknowledging that he is "putting to the side ... the distributional issues"). Known as the "environmental justice" issue, this topic rivals the discount rate for volume of environmental law scholarship and its controversy in practical legal applica- will only happen if we also motivate regulatory institutions toward greater learning through as incentives for innovation, larger budgets for research and data gathering, and other reforms that focus on how to allow regulation to act dynamically. 1°2 Finally, Farber wants environmental regulation agencies to have more discretion to use these learning tools to adapt without having to obtain legislative and judicial approval at every turn.
1 0 3 The power to tinker implies the freedom to experiment and to make mistakes, to make choices. Indeed, sometimes the tinkering will lead to deregulation, or relaxation of the baseline. Such measures are politically difficult to implement in today's rigid, static world of environmental policy even when the evidence supports them, but we must be willing and able to implement them in order to be ecopragmatic. Farber's recipe for making environmental law more dynamic thus conforms seamlessly with the literature in ecosystem management science and environmental pragmatism philosophy that frequently demands that "policies... be evaluated on the basis of their capacity to take new information into account and thereby provide for adaptation and change."' 0 4
III. Applying Eco-Pragmatism in "Eco" Cases
Thus far, this book review of Eco-pragmatism has avoided mention of one of the major features and, for me, disappointments, of the book. A healthy portion of Farber's critique of the positivist ends and exposition on his pragmatist middle relies on a single case for reference and elaboration. The case, Reserve Mining Co. v. United States, 0 5 involved the application of common law and the Clean Water Act to a significant industrial source of air and water pollution that injured a sizeable human population. It is famous for setting the stage for questions of scientific uncertainty, public health risk regulation, burdens of proof, and remedies in environmental law. Farber has written extensively about it elsewhere, 106 and it appears as a principal case in many environmental law case books. 1 0 7 As an important real-world experience in environmental law, moreover, it is within the pragmatist tradition to point to cases such as Reserve Mining for the lessons they hold. Nevertheless, as instructive as it may be for appreciating the origins of environmental law and the thicket of issues surrounding pollution and public health questions, relying so heavily on Reserve Mining to convey the eco-pragmatism message strikes me as having sold short the promise eco-pragmatism holds for environmental law issues.
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These issues include questions that environmental law has heretofore largely ignored, such as regulation of the agricultural, 1 0 8 consumer, 10 9 and services industries," 0 or questions that changing social trends have refined, such as the transforming role of public lands"' and the increasingly global component of environmental issues." 2 These are questions for which public health is not the be-all and end-all of how to frame and resolve the issue. The issues go well beyond anything considered in Reserve Mining and present the questions that Farber used to begin his inquiry. Although the distinction exists between the public health and resource protection contexts, we must not to take for granted that what works in one arena will work in the other as well. As Professor Lisa Heinzerling has put it, many environmental law debates are cast "as if the sole goal of environmental law were to protect human health," whereas "one important purpose of environmental law is to protect natural resources.""1 3
Oddly-remember that the title starts with eco-Farber buries that purpose in Eco-pragmatism. To be fair, Farber does not purport to resolve every question of environmental law, but rather to offer an approach for resolving them. It is tempting to fault Eco-pragmatism for not telling us exactly how many tons of greenhouse gas a paper mill in the United States can emit," 4 but Farber is rightly unapologetic for going no further than describing a decision making approach. He chose to ground the approach for illustration purposes in the pollution and public health setting, and does an excellent job of demonstrating how it could apply there. But how transportable is it, really, to the resource protection issues-habitat, endangered species, agriculture, global warming, and the like? It is far more important to me to know how well Farber's eco-pragmatism addresses the issues that will dominate the future of environmental law than to know how well it explains the twenty-five year old decision in Reserve Mining.
This review closes, therefore, by demonstrating that Farber's blueprint for eco-pragmatism is indeed an appropriate and useful approach for those questions of the future, as it synthesizes many leading edge developments in law and science in a way that may forge a true philosophy of the middle for environmental law. As Eco-pragmatism draws from developments in ecosystem science and environmental philosophy to join eco with pragmatism in theory, Farber's three-part implementation scheme provides the foundation for integrating three emerging themes of environmental policy that have the environment foremost in mind. The first, "biodiversity," fits snugly into Farber's baseline component. The second, "ecosystem services," provides the currency for cost-benefit analysis at the environmental scale. The third, "adaptive management," puts Farber's call for dynamical regulation in motion for the complex environmental issues of the future.
A. Biodiversity as the Baseline
One unavoidable distinction between the public health context and the environmental protection context is the metrics each one uses to establish the feasibility baseline. Although economic and technological feasibility are the same anthropometric scales in both contexts, environmental protection is inherently a biocentric matter. Public health risk measures, such as increased cancer risk, do not work if the goal is protection of the environment. So, when the goal is protection of the environment, what is society trying to protect?
Environmental law, for the most part, has taken a reductionist approach to that question, identifying discrete indicia of the environment and establishing protective regimes for them. The Endangered Species Act, for example, protects only species identified as facing a significant risk of extinction; only incidental to that central purpose might their ecosystems benefit. 1 15 Surely it is feasible, however, for us to offer protection to species and their ecosystems that are not yet in peril; indeed, it would not be eco-pragmatic to do otherwise. The movement toward ecosystem management as the foundation for resource protection demands a more holistic measure of environmental health, one more like the public health risk metrics that are applicable to a variety of conditions and locations.
Scientific research suggests that the concept of biological diversity, or biodiversity, is the key metric of ecosystem health. Biodiversity's leading proponent, the renowned biologist Edward 0. Wilson, describes it as "the variety of organisms considered at all levels, from genetic variants belonging to the same species through arrays of species to arrays of genera, families, and still higher taxonomic levels.' 1 6 Biodiversity measures the diversity of species in an ecosystem as an index of its health." 7 Although the relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem processes is complex, researchers are repeatedly finding that diversity of species assemblages is tied directly to ecosystem productivity, resilience, and sustainability. 118 Increasingly, therefore, advocates of the ecosystem management approach to environmental policy are converging on biodiversity as the measure of policy success. 1 9 Biodiversity thus supplies a fitting measure for eco-pragmatism's feasibility baseline-protect biodiversity to the maximum degree feasible.
B. Using Nature's Services in Cost-Benefit Analysis
Measuring biodiversity involves intensive scientific research, but it can be done and projected through objective indicia of species diversity. 120 At some point, however, eco-pragmatism concedes that the costs of protecting biodiversity may outrun the benefits by too large a factor. But how do we assign values to the environment so that we can crunch those numbers? Farber describes the difficulty that conventional environmental policy has had in applying such cost-benefit analyses to the environmental protection context. 2 1 Although we can argue over the value of a life and the discount rate applied to future lives, we ultimately express these indicia of public health risks in dollar terms. Valuation exercises in the environmental context have proven more difficult, as the tree huggers will not concede that we can monetize the environment and the bean counters concede their methods for doing so remain clumsy.122
Once again, we find the ecosystem management movement leading to new ways of thinking about old questions. Expressing the value of an endangered blind beetle in dollar terms is an impossible and ultimately pointless exercise, but expressing the value of the beetle's ecosystem in anthropometric terms is not. The beetle is simply part of the ecosystem's species diversity; it is the ecosystem we ought to be trying to protect. Additionally, ecosystems indisputably confer value to humans through the services they provide. This value goes well beyond the direct commodity value of ecosystem components such as water and timber.
In the recent trail blazing book on this topic, Nature's Services, biologist Gretchen Dailey and a host of others outline the innumerable indirect ser-GEOGRAPHIC, February 1999. The National Geographic Society recently identified the loss of biodiversity as one of "six subjects shaping our destiny." Id. at 5. By the same token, if the tree huggers want to preserve every last patch of ground, let them demonstrate that the service values justify the social costs. Eco-pragmatism thus counsels that we at least consider these ecosystem services for their anthropometric, if not fully monetized, value when making the cost-benefit backstop calculation.
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C. Adaptive Management As Dynamical Regulation
I do not mean to suggest in my thumbnail sketches of biodiversity and ecosystem services that implementing eco-pragmatic policies around these two concepts will be easy. Rather, I would emphasize, as does Farber, that implementing the baseline/backstop approach permits no simple, prefabricated answers. The whole point is to feed information on biodiversity and ecosystem services into a decision making process that is dynamic, not static.
Neither Farber nor I invented the notion of using dynamical regulation in environmental policy. Once we appreciate ecosystem dynamics, dynamical regulation becomes an inevitable necessity and is the essence of ecosystem management policy. Known within that policy discipline as adaptive management, most of its advocates trace its origins to C.S. "Buzz" Holling's influential book from the late 1970s, Adaptive Environmental Assessment and Management. 127 Holling, an ecologist, probably never heard of eco-pragmatism, but he wrote the book on it nonetheless. Fortunately, the political scientist Kai Lee later translated Holling's work for the ecosystem management 123 See NATURE 128 and the biologist Simon Levin recently updated its message for the biodiversity and ecosystem services devotees. 129 Levin defines it concisely as "maintaining flexibility in management structures and adjusting rules and regimes on the basis of monitoring and other sources of new data."' 130 It is learning by doing and doing by learning. Like Farber's dynamical regulation, it puts a premium on collecting information, establishing measurements of success, monitoring outcomes, using new information to adjust existing approaches, and a willingness to change. It has evolved well beyond an idea. The Department of the Interior recently announced that it will henceforth administer permits under the Endangered Species Act, where gaps in information run high, using adaptive management to "examine alternative strategies for meeting measurable biological goals and objectives through research and/or monitoring, and then, if necessary, to adjust future conservation management actions according to what is learned.'' 1 Although the lay person might reasonably have assumed that was how things ran already, sadly that has not been the case. This is new ground for environmental law.
A broader commitment to adaptive management throughout resource protection institutions would allow greater collection and use of biodiversity and economic system services information to guide adaptive dynamical decisionmaking in law. All the ingredients are bubbling up in research, theory, and application. Farber has helped synthesize and translate the policy for law, albeit without making the explicit connections I have drawn in this review. If we are faulted for being light on the details, my excuse again is that we are advocating an approach, not answers. The approach, eco-pragmatism, strikes me as having more promise of integrating the biodiversity, ecosystem services, and adaptive management themes for resource protection than any other out there.
IV. Conclusion: Pragmatism in Need of Passion
I am a fan of eco-pragmatism, and of Eco-pragmatism. I fault Farber only for omissions. He could have done more to link his framework with the burgeoning literature in ecosystem management and environmental pragmatism. He could have done more to exhibit eco-pragmatism's bond with the emerging themes in resource protection policy of biodiversity, ecosystem services, and adaptive management. It is hard to say, however, that he could have done more to describe the philosophical divide that has dominated envi-ronmental policy for decades, or to suggest how pragmatism can build a new philosophy of the middle.
If I would fault Farber for anything else, it would be for a lack of passion. This applies to all those in the middle, including me. Having a philosophy does not alone make one passionate. Not once does Farber raise his literary voice or pound a figurative fist on the table. His big risk is calling some people bean counters or tree huggers. He threatens no one, issues no ultimatums, and files no lawsuits. Nor does anyone in the middle. We press on, stay at the negotiating table, and look for common ground. We do not sue, we get sued. One has to hand it to the bean counters and tree huggers, for at least they are passionate. Maybe pragmatism does not lend itself well to being passionate. Maybe passion itself is not a pragmatic virtue. But why is that-why is no one willing to lie down in the road in the name of being pragmatic?
A political satirist, I can not remember which, once quipped that he was so committed to being in the middle that he ordered his shirts in size extramedium. If there is such a size for environmental policy, Eco-pragmatism is a good start at cutting the cloth of its philosophical underpinnings. If the middle now has a philosophy in the form of eco-pragmatism, it is also time for the middle to get religion.
